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Abstract

In a volunteer-based self-organizing network, such as a peer-to-peer

network and a wireless ad-hoc network, trustworthiness of each partici-

pant node is crucial to assure information security and resilience of the

whole network. We call this kind of network a “decentralized” network.

In a decentralized network, mutual evaluation of trust among nodes

are considered useful to manage trustworthiness in many studies. As

far as we know, all the preceding related studies discussed trust man-

agement upon stable mature networks. However, most decentralized

networks in reality begin with initial states comprised of a small num-

ber of nodes, and grow gradually with new-comer nodes joining in.

This paper proposes a new trust management method for a grow-

ing decentralized network. The network grows from the initial stage

where we assume all the initial nodes are trustworthy enough. This

paper exhibits that our method extending GossipTrust brings better

performance and better quality of trust evaluation than the original

GossipTrust.
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1 Introduction

In a volunteer-based self-organizing network, such as a peer-to-peer network

and a wireless ad-hoc network, trustworthiness of each participant node is

crucial to assure information security and resilience of the whole network. We

call this kind of network a “decentralized” network in this paper as we cannot

assume any centralized global management nor control.

In a decentralized network, nodes are not always trustworthy. Some node

may be untrustworthy on purpose, by accident, or by breakdown, doing noth-

ing good or doing something bad. Such node may not provide any contents

but only consumes other contents, or may spread malicious contents. It may

not transfer packets properly but only discards them, or may transfer packets

wrongly, or even worse, may cause flooding of waste contents and waste pack-

ets. Such node should be forced to become trustworthy, or otherwise, should

be eliminated from the network.

Mutual evaluation of “reputation” among nodes are considered useful to

manage trustworthiness in many studies. Examples are: Wang, et al. [1], Zuo,

et al. [2], Liu, et al. [3], and Ahmed et al. [4] for trust modeling; Kamvar,

et al. [5], Xiong, et al. [6], Zhou, et al. [7], and Selçuk, et al. [8] for peer-to-

peer network implementation; Martinovic, et al. [9] and Velloso, et al. [10] for

wireless ad-hoc network implementation. Among them, EigenTrust [5] is one

of the earliest and the most famous, and it has many extensions, by Nishikawa,

et al. [11], Lu, et al. [12], Alhussain, et al. [13], and Afanador, et al. [14] for

instance.

As far as we know, all the preceding related studies discussed trust man-

agement upon stable mature networks. However, most decentralized networks

in reality begin with initial states comprised of a small number of nodes, and

grow gradually with new-comer nodes joining in. We may assume that the ini-

tial nodes are considered to be trustworthy. Kamvar, et al. on EigenTrust [5]

also stated “early users of a P2P network are likely to have less motivation to

destroy the network they built.” However, none of related studies discussed

upon growing networks, nor utilized this assumption.

This short paper proposes a method to utilize growth of decentralized net-

works in trust management, and shows some improvement over a preceding

study. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our
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method as an extension to GossipTrust. Section 3 presents simulation-based

experiments to evaluate our method, and their results together with some

consideration. Section 4 contains concluding remarks and future work.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Overview

The essence of our proposed method is as follows:

• A network begins its life with a small number of nodes. All the initial

nodes are assumed to be trustworthy.

• The network grows in size with new nodes coming in. A new comer is

evaluated by existing trustworthy nodes already in the network.

• Only a node evaluated to be trustworthy enough can join. Otherwise, a

new comer is rejected in the manner that all the existing nodes refuse to

communicate with it.

In this paper, we use GossipTrust [7] as a design platform. However, our

method can be applied to other platforms as well. We choose GossipTrust

because it is one of the most basic implementations for trust management on

unstructured peer-to-peer networks. EigenTrust [5] and its extensions are on

structured peer-to-peer networks using distributed hash tables, and are much

more difficult to construct in reality.

2.2 GossipTrust

The GossipTrust procedure is summarized as follows. Its details are found

in the reference [7]. Actually, the aggregation cycle scheme is common to

EigenTrust and GossipTrust, whereas the gossip step scheme is specific to

GossipTrust.

Each node evaluates and collects trust scores of its neighbors, which are

called local trust scores. Then all the local scores are aggregated among all

the nodes to evaluate the network-wide global trust scores.
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(1) Aggregation cycle

Consider a trust matrix R = (rij) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) where n is the number of

nodes and rij (0 ≤ rij ≤ 1) is the local trust score issued by node i for node j.

For global trust aggregation, each node must normalize all local scores issued

by itself as sij = rij/Σjrij. Then we have a normalized trust matrix S = (sij).

Let vj(t) be the global trust score of node j at aggregation cycle t, where

t is the cycle number. The global scores of all nodes form a normalized trust

vector V (t) = {vj(t)}T where Σjvj(t) = 1.

For all iterative cycles t, we generate successive trust vectors performing

matrix-vector computation V (t) = ST × V (t− 1). This iterative computation

continues until the average relative error between V (t − 1) and V (t) is lower

than δ for a given aggregation error threshold δ. The global trust vector

converges to the eigenvector of trust matrix S.

(2) Gossip step

To compute successive trust vectors, GossipTrust uses a gossip-based protocol

to perform the matrix-vector computation V (t) = ST × V (t− 1).

Each aggregation cycle consists of several gossip steps. In a gossip step,

each node receives trust vectors from others, selectively integrates the vectors

with its current trust vector, and then sends the updated one to a random

node in the network. This gossiping process continues until the gossiped scores

converge as determined by a gossiping error threshold ϵ.

Each node i is associated with a set of gossip pairs {xij(k), wij(k)} for

node j at each gossip step k. At time t, we have the initial weighted score

xij(0) = sij × vi(t) as the local score sij weighted by the global score vi(t) of

node i. The wij(k) is called a consensus factor of node i at step k, and its

initial value is 1 if i = j, and 0 otherwise.

During each gossip step, every node i executes two computing threads.

One thread sends the halved gossip pair {xij(k)/2, wij(k)/2} to itself and

to a randomly selected node in the network. The other thread receives the

halved pairs from other nodes and computes the updated xij and wij as

xij(k) = Σrxrj(k − 1)/2 and wi(k) = Σrwrj(k − 1)/2 respectively, where r

refers the index of a remote node which has sent the halved gossip pair.

This procedure continues until the gossip value uij(k) = xij(k)/wij(k) agree
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on all nodes i. The global score vj is thus generated as vj(t) = uij(k) on all n

nodes at the final step k.

2.3 Our extension

In the case of a growing network, the GossipTrust procedure is applied every

time a new node comes in. At the initial stage of the network, all the nodes,

two at least, are assumed to be fully trustworthy.

Suppose that a network N(m − 1), where m − 1 is the number of nodes,

evaluates a new node, and is going to be N(m) if the new node is accepted. In

N(m− 1), all the global trust scores vj(m− 1) of node j for j = 1, 2, ...,m− 1

are already computed. The GossipTrust procedure for N(m) inherits these

vj(m − 1) of node j (1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1) from N(m − 1), and apply them to

a corresponding part of the trust matrix R(m) = (rij)(m) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m),

instead of computing all the (rij)(m) by itself. This reflects our consideration

that the trust score of a node evaluates trustworthiness of the node, and the

trustworthiness does not change between N(m− 1) and N(m).

The inherited vj has been normalized so that Σjvj = 1, whereas rim for

the new node m is between 0 and 1. Therefore, vj is denormalized to v′j so

that the maximum of v′j is 1. These rim and v′j(m− 1) are assigned to rij(m)

(1 ≤ i, j ≤ m) as follows:

rij(m)←


0 if i = j,

rim if j = m,

v′j(m− 1) for all i if j ≤ m− 1.

Below is an example of the trust matrix R(m) = (rij)(m) in the case of

m = 4, i. e. the 4th node is a new comer.

R(4) =


0 v′2(3) v′3(3) r14

v′1(3) 0 v′3(3) r24

v′1(3) v′2(3) 0 r34

v′1(3) v′2(3) v′3(3) 0
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Table 1: Experiment setup.

Parameter Value

The initial number of nodes 2

The (final) number of nodes 10, 20, 50, 100

Goodness value of a node 20%: 0.1–0.3, 80%: 0.7–0.9

Trust threshold 0.0, 0.5

Aggregation cycle convergence threshold δ 2× 10−3

Gossip step convergence threshold ϵ 2× 10−4

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup

We conducted some simulation-based experiments to evaluate our proposed

method. We implemented our method together with the original GossipTrust

for comparison. Table 1 shows experiment parameters.

• The (final) number of nodes: For the original GossipTrust, where the

number of nodes does not increase, 10, 20, 50, or 100 nodes are included

in a network from the first.

• Goodness: This is the true value of good or bad of each node. A node

having the goodness 0.8 shows good responses to 8 out of 10 incoming

packets, and bad responses to 2 out of 10 packets. 80% of the nodes

are assigned 0.7–0.9 randomly, and 20% are assigned 0.1–0.3. The closer

an evaluated trust score is to the goodness value, the better the trust

evaluation is.

• Trust threshold: If this is set to 0.5, only a new node having a global

trust score (normalized so that its maximum is 1.0) above 0.5 can join

the network. If this is set to 0.0, a new node can always join regardless

of its trust score. The latter is for reference.

• Convergence threshold δ and ϵ: The GossipTrust procedure as well as

our method is composed of two-fold convergence loops, i. e. the outer

aggregation cycle and the inner gossip step. Each has a threshold to
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Figure 1: The number of packets

determine whether the convergence error is small enough and the loop is

to be terminated or not yet.

3.2 Results and Consideration

We compare four measures among the original GossipTrust, our method with

the trust threshold 0.0, and our method with the trust threshold 0.5. Each

result presented in the chart is an average of five trials.

(1) The number of packets

Figure 1 shows that our method reduces the number of total packets for eval-

uating global trust scores of all the nodes. GossipTrust evaluates the scores

once. Our method evaluates the scores every time a new node comes, however

the global scores are inherited from the previous network. This inheritance

reduces the number of convergence cycles, resulting in acceleration of the eval-

uation process and packet traffic reduction. When the trust threshold is 0.0,

the number of nodes in the network reaches to the final one faster, therefore

the number of packets is even smaller.

The experiment is done with model-based simulation, therefore we cannot

measure or estimate the acceleration in actual time.

(2) Trust evaluation errors (average and standard deviation)

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that our method reduces both the average and

the standard deviation of trust evaluation errors at each node compared to
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Figure 2: Trust evaluation errors (averages)
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Figure 3: Trust evaluation errors (standard deviations)

the goodness of the node, respectively. These imply our method brings more

accurate trust evaluation. This must be because our method evaluates the

global trust scores of all the nodes in an incremental manner even if the trust

threshold is 0.0. If the trust threshold is 0.5, the network contains trustworthy

nodes only, therefore the evaluation is even better.

(3) Node goodness (average)

Figure 4 shows that our method with the trust threshold > 0.5 increases

average goodness of all the nodes in the network as a whole. If the trust

threshold is 0.0, all new node can join, and the resulting network is identical

to the network for GossipTrust, therefore the average goodness is the same as

of GossipTrust.
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Figure 4: Node goodness averages

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposes a new trust management method for a growing decentral-

ized network. The network grows from the initial stage with only a few nodes

involved, where we assume all the initial nodes are trustworthy enough. We

suppose this assumption and the incremental nature of our method added to

GossipTrust bring better performance and better quality of trust evaluation

than the original GossipTrust.

We have obtained some preliminary, yet promising results, however we are

still at the starting point of this research, and there are still many issues which

must be dealt with. One of the most important issue is how to handle a node

which changes its goodness after joining, whether permanent or intermittent.

A good node may change to a bad one after joining a network. As of now, our

idea is to apply history logging or profiling of node communication patterns

to detect such changes. Security for the trust evaluation procedure itself is

closely related to this issue. There have been already some studies on security

and defense issues [15], and their results must be very helpful.

Other further work includes implementation of our method on another

platform. EigenTrust and GossipTrust are classic ones, and recently there

have been some new interesting trends emerging for trust management. For

instance, so-called “bio-inspired” approaches for optimization of complex sys-

tems have been derived from social behaviors of insects and animals among

which ants and bees are typical examples, and are applied to many issues

successfully. Some study tried to apply this approach to trust management,

and obtained promising results [16]. Another trend is integration of trust
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management with distributed ledger technologies such as Blockchain [17, 18].

This trend is collecting attention, and we may expect some new noticeable

breakthrough. It is worth and interesting applying our incremental method to

these.
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